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Abstract
Both the coal and nuclear industries face the burdens of excessive, ineffective regulations and must compete against taxpayer-subsidized alternative sources of energy. Instead of forcing ratepayers to mitigate the costs of those policies through subsidies and bailouts, Congress and the Administration should address these underlying policy problems that artificially inflate the cost of coal and nuclear power. Congress and the Trump Administration must have the discipline to develop a modern regulatory system that enables an efficient permitting process and enables technological innovation. Congress and the Administration should remove the many government-erected barriers that are thwarting the American coal and nuclear industries.

In May 2018, a leaked draft memo from the Trump Administration proposed executive actions to unilaterally subsidize uncompetitive coal and nuclear power plants in order to prevent their closure. Although the Administration has not officially proposed action, it is the latest effort of several to rescue specific plants since fall 2017.

The Administration’s considered solutions exaggerate concerns of retiring power plants and are counterproductive to the long-term vitality of both industries. By subsidizing coal and nuclear power, the Administration impairs incentives to innovate, entrenches government dependence, and deludes itself that the federal government solved a problem when in fact anti-competitive, ineffective policies and regulations remain.

Many policies contribute to the economic woes of coal and nuclear power plants. Both the coal and nuclear industries face the burdens of excessive, ineffective regulations and must compete...
against taxpayer-subsidized alternative sources of energy. Coal and nuclear energy face profound politically induced uncertainty in areas like permitting, plant improvements, and technological innovation. Low natural gas prices make the cost of poor policy more pronounced.

Instead of forcing ratepayers to mitigate the costs of those policies through subsidies and bailouts, Congress and the Administration should address these underlying policy problems that artificially inflate the cost of coal and nuclear power. Furthermore, states should fix anti-competitive energy policies like renewable energy mandates, which have wreaked havoc in the electricity sector by putting politics and special interests over customers. Free enterprise, rather than a subsidized status quo, enables innovation and transformation in the energy sector—to the benefit of energy-consuming businesses and households.

The Administration’s Proposal

The Administration’s memo proposes to use the Secretary of Energy’s emergency powers in the Federal Power Act (FPA) and Defense Production Act (DPA) over the course of two years to mandate the purchase of electricity from a list of power plants to prevent their closure. The White House also proposes to create a Strategic Electric Generation Reserve to make additional electricity generation available in the event that existing supplies fail. While earlier policy proposals were narrowly focused on subsidizing coal and nuclear power plants in competitive markets in the mid-Atlantic (the territory of the regional transmission organization PJM Interconnection), the Administration’s adoption of a national security premise for action could open the door for widespread abuse of these powers.

Productively, the memo identifies some of the policy problems faced by the coal and nuclear industries, which policymakers should, indeed, address. For example, the Trump Administration identifies the problem of coal plant retirements exacerbated by costly regulations. The memo cites the Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA’s) Mercury and Air Toxics Standards (MATS), which had significant compliance costs and negligible direct environmental benefits. Ineffective regulations like MATS are exactly what Congress and the Administration should address promptly.

However, rather than discussing solutions to problematic regulations and policies, the memo takes a short cut by framing coal and nuclear power plant closures as a national security threat. According to the argument, the commercial electricity sector is critical infrastructure on which the Department of Defense (DOD) depends for the vast majority of its power and which is required for modern standards of living. Though the memo authors admit that the electric grid is highly reliable, the White House tries to build a case that emergency intervention is necessary to prevent closures of “fuel secure” coal and nuclear power plants. These plants, they argue, are necessary to maintain grid reliability and resilience in the face of extraordinary threats—terrorism, extreme weather, cybersecurity, other “high-impact events”—which it sees as “growing in frequency and scope.”

In trying to further amplify the threat, the Administration also brings up a number of national security issues which legitimately deserve attention—for example, the pending and well-understood need for domestically owned and unencumbered sources of uranium enrichment services for defense purposes, or evaluating regional capacity and dependency on
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a single natural gas pipeline connection. But these issues are red herrings for which subsidizing coal and nuclear power plants has no clear connection as a solution. The memo does not clearly differentiate DOD demand for uranium from DOD demand for electricity in general. Only certain platforms specifically require uranium, and those platforms operate their own on-board nuclear reactors, which has little relevance to the plants under study. Furthermore, there is a significant difference between weapons-grade uranium and uranium required for commercial power generation. Although there is some overlap in the nuclear-workforce skillsets and uranium supply, uranium enrichment for the purposes of private-sector energy should be clearly differentiated from enrichment for defense requirements.

More often, the White House has characterized as a crisis what is actually productive market signals that spur investment in new energy sources and innovation in competitive systems. For instance, increased abundant, reliable, and inexpensive natural gas in the marketplace has contributed to the exit of uncompetitive power generators. Or, high prices in response to high-demand periods like the polar vortex of winter 2014 are powerful signals for investors.

**National Security Justifications Fall Flat**

The Administration’s reliance on the DPA is misguided and strays from the act’s intended purpose. The DPA authorizes the President to provide for the creation, maintenance, and expansion of domestic productive capacity, through a variety of mechanisms, in order to ensure that critical items remain available in sufficient quantities and quality to meet defense requirements. The DPA defines three criteria for federal action in the face of a shortage in the defense industrial base:

1. The resource or product must be “essential for national defense”;

2. The private sector “cannot be expected” to meet national security needs in the time required; and

3. Action taken to address the shortage must be “the most cost effective, expedient, and practical alternative.”

Should the DOD identify an energy security or resilience issue that threatens to inhibit the conduct of military operations, the correct course of action under the DPA would be to evaluate a range of options and proceed with the most cost-effective and sustainable solution. However, the Administration’s actions did not originate from the DOD’s own vulnerability finding, but from the pleas of industry.

In relying on the DPA, the Administration would depart from the purpose of the law, which is to authorize limited industry protections for the sole purpose of maintaining U.S. national defense and ensuring that the military’s strategic needs are met. Contrary to the purposes of the DPA, electricity is not scarce such that it should be subsidized as a national security asset. Energy is critical to the operation of DOD buildings, equipment, and systems, in the same way that food is critical to DOD personnel.

Unlike numerous “single points of failure” identified throughout the defense industrial base, plentiful substitutes exist for any single energy source. There are numerous vulnerabilities within the DOD’s supporting infrastructure and industries, of a more immediate and direct nature, that should receive priority consideration over general issues of energy security.

The Trump Administration has not estimated the costs of its national security initiative, which would fall on ratepayers, to ensure that it is the most cost-effective and practical alternative. Just because the DOD uses certain products, materials, and technologies, it does not follow that the companies producing them should be shielded from market competition. The DPA is not a bailout program, and should not be treated as such.

The Administration’s logic also misinterprets an informed decision by the DOD to choose civilian electricity. As the White House quotes in the leaked memo, the DOD has “recognize[d] the risk of outages affecting its missions and has tasked installation commanders to understand the vulnerabilities and risk.” In other words, the DOD has in many cases
made a strategic decision to accept a certain amount of risk from civilian electricity sources in stewarding its funds and mission priorities, in exchange for the lower cost won through market competition. Strategy, by definition, is applying scarce resources to achieve a desired outcome. The Trump Administration’s proposal is certain to be exorbitantly expensive for little, if any, strategic gain.

The Administration’s approach also ignores other DPA authorities that are designed to help the military respond to exactly the type of scenario to which the memo refers. Should a shortage or supply disruption ever occur, the DPA authorizes the President to prioritize federal contracts. This provides additional assurances that the military will retain access to the resources it needs to execute its defense mission, even in the event of a commercial disruption.

Reinforcing the White House’s DPA prescription is the Federal Power Act, authorizing the Department of Energy (DOE) to intervene in an electricity-reliability emergency by temporarily requiring certain power plants to generate and deliver power. The threshold for action is wartime; an emergency due to a sudden increase in electricity demand; or an emergency due to shortage of supply of facilities or of fuel.12

The Defense Production Act is not a bailout program, and should not be treated as such—particularly in the electricity sector, where numerous and plentiful substitutes exist.

But no such emergency exists. Many of the power plants at risk of early retirement are in the northeast region in competitive electricity markets. Most of them are in the area of the PJM Interconnection, which serves 13 eastern states and the District of Columbia. PJM—whose sole responsibility is to maintain reliability in the markets under its jurisdiction—finds “no immediate threat to system reliability.” The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) and PJM’s independent market monitor have echoed that sentiment.13 As the mandatory independent market review of PJM stated: “The fact that some [coal and nuclear] plants are uneconomic does not call into question the fundamentals of PJM markets.”14 Through public comments and testimony, grid operators from around the country are similarly ensuring that the grid is reliable and resilient, highlighting their ability to adapt to changing energy mixes.15

PJM has not been afraid to call on the DOE to use Section 202(c) of the FPA to act for the sake of grid reliability. In fact, in June 2017, PJM petitioned the DOE for the authorization to keep two Virginia coal power plants running during times of peak demand as companies completed PJM-ordered transmission upgrades.16 Arguing that an “electric reliability emergency exists,” and in keeping with the purposes of the FPA, PJM requested authority to keep those plants on for 90 days at a time with potential for renewals.17 Defying definitions of an “emergency,” the Trump Administration has proposed action for at least two years in the draft memo.

Even if the national security case to subsidize coal and nuclear plants were sound, the near-term and long-term economic costs of doing so are counterproductive to the national security mission the Administration claims to prioritize. It is prudent to plan for contingency scenarios to an extent. However, providing financial protections to every energy source or company supplying the DOD would be prohibitively expensive and have long-term consequences. An industry dependent on preferential treat-
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ment may generate some assurances in the short term, but it removes the incentives to compete in the marketplace without subsidies. Additional government intervention will ultimately result in an electricity grid that is less resilient and reliable and less responsive to dynamic market factors. Customers value grid resilience and reliability, and producers have a strong financial incentive to keep the power on for their consumers. As prices change and energy demand changes, the private sector responds in kind. Free, competitive electricity markets that properly price grid reliability will generate economic growth while improving national security.

**Economic Costs of Government Intervention**

There are the obvious and immediate costs of mandating purchasing from certain power plants as the Administration proposes. Principally, the federal government would be forcing pricier energy on families and businesses. Requiring the purchase of electricity from nuclear plants in the mid-Atlantic PJM region, for instance, would require running four plants with operating costs of $25.95 per megawatt hour (MWh). PJM’s other 15 nuclear plants have an average operating cost of $18.73 per MWh.¹⁸ A July 2018 report by the Brattle Group estimates that the bailout would cost households and businesses $34 billion over a two-year period.¹⁹ Costs for this alleged national security mandate (the supposed benefits of which would be enjoyed by all Americans) would be borne by a select few ratepayers, given that DPA funds would be insufficient to cover costs.

However, and more important, there are system-wide, long-term consequences of shielding certain plants and energy sources from competition, as the Trump Administration’s proposals would do. Bailouts to uncompetitive power plants fundamentally misalign incentives and, in the case of restructured competitive electricity markets, forfeit the benefits to customers of market competition where there is less out-of-market intervention from politicians. In short, the White House’s proposal would re-monopolize aspects of competitive electricity markets, causing significant, lasting economic damage in the process.

**Misaligned Incentives.** A system designed with the central premise that market competition yields better results for customers in the immediate and long term is fundamentally incompatible with top-down measures to protect certain players from competition. The proposed bailouts share the faults of all targeted energy subsidies and preferential treatment from the government, principally that a company or industry profits less by understanding and meeting customer needs and more by influencing politics to protect its narrow interests. This breeds cronyism, stifles innovation, and disincentivizes companies to be cost-competitive with other power-generating sources.

The White House’s proposal would re-monopolize aspects of competitive electricity markets, causing significant, lasting economic damage in the process.

While subsidies may appear to benefit the recipients, any advantages are short term, at best. Once these power plants are subject to the realities of the marketplace, they will likely fail. Another significant economic drawback of the bailout is that innovative companies would face an additional barrier to entry because the federal government is protecting their uneconomic competitors. New entry is challenging enough; the Administration should not add another obstacle.

**Taking Choices and Benefits Away from Consumers.** Competitive electricity markets have served customers well. Some states have accomplished transition from monopolies to competition more successfully than others, and additional free-market reforms are necessary to spur more entrepreneurial activity in electricity markets. However, when the underlying structure of competition is sound, the benefits to energy consumers are unambiguously positive:

- **Markets are customer-centric.** Competition in electricity services allows greater customer choice through the power of the consumers’ own
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dollars rather than through the disconnected votes of a small panel of public utility commissioners. Consumer choice comes not only in the form of resource choice (renewables, conventional fuels, or a mix) but also in financial choices (for example, fixed rates, risk preferences, indexed rates, or short-term or long-term contracts). In the end, because electricity providers have to work for their customers, prices are competitive and quality improves.20 PJM’s competitive markets have saved customers roughly $3 billion a year since 1997, and the Midwest market operator MISO reported savings of over $3 billion in 2017.21

The White House’s proposal would override customer choice by forcing ratepayers to fund federally mandated use of coal and nuclear power plants. Far from being consumer-focused, the proposal rewards political connections and cronyism.

- Markets enable organic innovation. Technology and energy-source neutral competition in electricity markets allows the endless creativity of people to meet customer energy needs and preferences while protecting customers from unwise investments. In contrast, regulated monopoly power regions are a “fundamentally permission-based system” where investments require highly political negotiations and approval from commissioners, or are mandated from legislatures chasing the latest technology flavor of the day.22 Political interventions destroy investment confidence in the face of ever-changing and arbitrary political winds. Further, while “top-down, integrated resource planning approaches are tempting because it is easy to think that experts know exactly the right mix and location of generation resources,” experts are often wrong or slow to change and ratepayers have to foot the bill.23

An example is the contrast between the experiences of customers in Georgia’s monopolized electricity sector and the competitive market in Texas. Customers in Georgia have no choice but to cover the ballooning costs of two new nuclear reactors regardless of what markets may be communicating about their value. Ratepayers in Georgia are now on the hook for a projected $23 billion project.24

At the same time, NRG Energy abandoned two nuclear reactor projects in Texas in response to abundant, inexpensive natural gas and regulatory uncertainty after the Fukushima Daiichi accident in Japan. Despite the potential to qualify for the same federal subsidies as the Georgia project, NRG investors halted construction because the company could not pass costs on to customers who are captive to one provider, as in Georgia. Consequently, investors rather than customers absorbed the cost of two cancelled reactors at the South Texas plant, losing roughly $481 million.25

The Trump Administration has proposed mechanisms to guarantee contracts and prices for coal and nuclear power plants as they are today, which would calcify these industries by eliminating incentives to innovate.

- Markets efficiently align incentives. Technology-neutral competitive markets allow prices to
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communicate accurate information to producers and consumers about the value and cost of electricity generation and delivery. Consequently, competitive markets force power suppliers and investors to consider the costs and benefits to their customers, and incentivize the discipline to be more efficient—in operations, investments, and regulatory compliance—than competitors. Monopoly structures on the other hand guarantee that some, if not all, costs of service are negotiated by utilities and public utility commissions, incentivizing the utility to increase spending within the margin of what is politically feasible so as to increase profits.26

For example, nuclear power plants in competitive markets aggressively reduced the amount of time spent offline for refueling and adopted efficiencies to increase production.27 Competitive markets have also resulted in the efficient exit and entry of electricity providers to meet customers’ needs, while monopolized regions have held on to old, expensive units longer.28

The White House’s proposal would block market efficiencies from occurring and in fact reward inefficient power producers for no apparent national security benefits.

Policy Recommendations for a More Competitive Coal and Nuclear Industry

The market should determine the fate of the coal and nuclear industries. The federal government should not attempt to prop them up; however, policymakers should not ignore all that has been done to increase the costs of supplying, building, and operating coal and nuclear power plants. At the federal and state levels, enormous mandates and subsidies to alternative sources of energy and burdensome regulations that have little or no direct environmental benefit have exacerbated economic factors contributing to the financial struggles of the coal and nuclear industries.

Early plant closures should be a wake-up call to take concentrated action to accomplish deep reform. Policy action now will not undo years of bad policy nor will it necessarily be enough to save uncompetitive plants immediately. Congress and the Trump Administration should offer free-market, limited-government, principled solutions that address underlying government-induced problems if there are ever to be strong, innovative coal and civilian nuclear industries.

Eliminating Favoritism in the Energy Sector.

The federal government uses a number of mechanisms to support the production of specific energy sources. With direct expenditures, targeted tax breaks, mandates, loan guarantees, liability protection, and other preferential treatment, special endorsement from the government gives one technology an unfair price advantage over others. Rather than expanding the reach of government subsidy programs, the Trump Administration and Congress should be working to eliminate market distortions.

1. Eliminate bias in the tax code. Despite the important improvements in the tax code secured by the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act, the tax code still discourages investment and unfairly benefits renewable-energy producers. Congress has used the tax code to make renewable technologies artificially more attractive in electricity markets, implicitly raising barriers to competition for other energy suppliers. The wind production tax credit in particular has distorted electricity prices by enabling wind-power producers to bid negative prices (that is, paying grid operators to take electricity) and still make a profit by falling back on the tax credit. The solar-investment tax credit has distorted energy infrastructure investment as financiers are enriched through tax-equity arrangements that allow them to take federal tax credits.

Congress should permanently eliminate all preferential treatment for all energy sources and technologies, including an early sunset of the 10-year payment window for the current solar and wind tax


This also includes eliminating the preferential treatment in the tax code for coal and nuclear plants. Further, Congress should make permanent, and expand upon, the measures (such as expensing) in the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act.  

2. Use the bully pulpit to discourage state subsidies and anti-competitive bans. States have done damage to their own energy sectors by installing recommended and mandatory portfolio standards requiring renewable energy use. States have further distorted energy markets with their own renewables subsidies unfairly incentivizing certain energy technologies, while imposing ill-informed bans on others, such as nuclear power or natural gas infrastructure. The definition of “renewable” in these policies often excludes nuclear power, but that is a secondary point. If renewables are cost-competitive or will lower electricity rates for consumers, they will not need policies that mandate their production and consumption. These policies do not put consumers first, and open the door for special interests. It is dangerously shortsighted to position electricity markets around politically privileged resources rather than a principled framework to get the most reliable, affordable, efficient, clean energy to customers. Federal, regional, and state policies should create an environment that expands access, reduces ineffective regulations for existing power sources and new entry, and promotes fuel-neutral competition and choice.

3. Address FERC court cases and price-formation initiatives. A number of pending FERC court cases and initiatives could fix some of the market distortions in capacity and wholesale markets. For instance, New England’s forward-capacity market allows 200 megawatts of new subsidized renewable power generation to be offered at zero cost, despite the long-standing practice of all new entrants having to bid into the market at its unsubsidized cost. This exemption clearly gives renewable power an advantage over competing energy-generating sources.

Proper price formation that relies on market signals will efficiently align the need for a secure, stable grid with the willingness to pay for it. FERC should use its authority to ensure that prices accurately reflect the supply and demand for electricity and are technology neutral. This would provide a financial incentive to keep coal, nuclear, or other energy resources necessary in times of peak demand online and available.

Early plant closure should be a wake-up call to take concentrated action to accomplish deep reform.

4. Eliminate DOD energy mandates. The Defense Department is obligated to generate 25 percent of its electricity using renewable sources by 2025. This mandate is forcing the Pentagon to expend scarce resources on renewable energy rather than on military capability. Congress should end it immediately. Such mandates undermine the incentive for renewable-energy producers to develop competitively priced products, thereby actually impeding the availability of alternatives to carbon-based fuels. Forcing the military to purchase more expensive alternatives leaves fewer resources for training, modernization, and recapitalization, resulting in a less-capable military. The federal government should ensure that energy programs for defense applications prioritize national security requirements over political interests. The Pentagon should pursue any energy sources only if they increase capabilities or reduce costs without sacrificing performance.
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Policy Proposals for Coal Energy

With 1.2 trillion short tons of proven recoverable coal in the United States, coal has the potential to be an important resource long into the future. American coal can also be a critical source of energy to meet the world’s energy needs. Along with China and India, Bangladesh, Indonesia, Pakistan, South Africa, Thailand, Turkey, Vietnam, Zimbabwe, and many others are building or proposing to build new coal plants at a rapid clip.36

Coal’s share as a source of electricity in the United States has shrunk in large part due to inexpensive abundant natural gas, but also due to increased use of heavily subsidized renewable power. Federal regulations are also to blame. A host of federal regulations have increased the costs of building new coal plants, led to fuel switching, made it prohibitively expensive to update, or resulted in withdrawn permit applications. Further, despite remarkable improvements in coal-mining operations and mining safety, the permitting process for mining and regulations for worker safety have been costly and failed to produce the desired effects of improving worker safety and health.

Attempting to subsidize coal through its economic woes and to exist in a world with stringent climate-change regulations has not worked out very well. The federal government has heavily subsidized carbon capture and sequestration technology. Years and billions of dollars in cost overruns later, the fact remains that carbon capture and sequestration is a taxpayer-funded boondoggle. Southern Company’s Kemper plant in Mississippi, a stimulus-handout recipient, has been plagued with delays and cost overruns. Congress should overhaul the regulatory approach to coal to create a framework that eliminates costly regulations that are devoid of meaningful environmental benefit and empowers states to protect air and water quality.

1. Repeal New Source Review (NSR). NSR is a vaguely written rule that disincentivizes efficiency improvements in power plants and other major industrial plants. In areas that meet air-quality standards, plants must follow Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) rules to demonstrate that the construction and operation of new projects and major modifications will not increase emissions above a specified threshold. There are several problems with NSR and PSD. What constitutes a significant modification is subjective under the rules. The amendment excludes routine maintenance, repair, and replacement, but what falls under the definition of “significant modification” remains murky, despite multiple administrative attempts to clarify the meaning.

Plant upgrades can improve efficiency and reduce operational costs, thereby lowering electricity costs, increasing reliability, and providing environmental benefits. Nevertheless, NSR requirements for upgrades discourage these activities. Increasing the efficiency of a plant will cause it to run longer, and consequently cause the plant’s emissions to rise. NSR does not account for the emission reduction that would occur if a less efficient plant reduced its hours of operation to compensate for increases in operation of a more efficient plant.

The lack of clarification also forces companies into years of litigation over NSR violations. For instance, in 1999, the EPA filed a complaint against Cinergy Corporation, which was later bought by Duke Energy, claiming that modifications to two of the plants at the Gallagher Generating Station in New Albany, Indiana, violated the NSR and PSD “non attainment” provisions of the Clean Air Act (CAA). Duke maintained that the upgrades were part of the routine maintenance exclusion, but after 10 years of litigation, the company entered into a consent decree to either retire two of the plants or spend $85 million to convert them to natural gas plants, and $6.25 million on environmental mitigation projects, and to pay a $1.75 million civil penalty. While the EPA is taking productive steps to make NSR less of a nuisance, Congress should ultimately reform the CAA and eliminate NSR.

2. Stop climate regulations that have little or no impact on temperature. The Obama Administration proposed and implemented a series of climate change regulations to reduce greenhouse gas emissions from vehicles, heavy-duty trucks, airplanes, hydraulic fracturing, and new and existing power plants. Since conventional carbon-based fuels provide more than 80 percent of America’s energy, these restrictions on using abundant, affordable energy sources will only inflict economic pain on households and businesses. They will produce no discernable climate benefit, at the cost of hundreds of thousands of jobs and trillions of dollars of gross domestic product.37 Congress should

prohibit the regulation of carbon dioxide (CO$_2$) and other greenhouse gas emissions.

3. **End use of the “social cost of carbon.”** The EPA is using three statistical models, known as integrated assessment models, to estimate the value of the social cost of carbon, defined as the economic damage that one ton of CO$_2$ emitted today will cause over the next 300 years. However, these models derive a value for the social cost of carbon arbitrarily. Subjecting the models to reasonable inputs for climate sensitivity and discount rates dramatically lowers the estimated social cost of carbon figure. Artificially increasing the estimates boosts the projected benefits of climate-related regulations in agency cost-benefit analyses. By placing a significantly high arbitrary price on a ton of CO$_2$ emitted into the atmosphere, the agency can inflate the benefits of regulation or inflate the costs of a new project, claiming that the project will emit X tons of CO$_2$ over its lifetime and inflict y damage on the environment. Congress should prohibit all federal agencies from using the social cost of carbon for any purpose, especially regulatory rulemaking.

4. **Prohibit federal agencies from abusing cost-benefit analysis to justify costly air regulations (co-benefits abuse).** When the EPA issues a rule to reduce emissions of a certain air pollutant, the direct benefits of reducing those emissions should exceed the costs. However, the EPA has for years used an improper end-run around this commonsense requirement. Even when the stated objective of a rule has little or no benefits, but instead has massive costs, the EPA points to the “co-benefits” of reducing particulate matter as justification for the rule. This co-benefits abuse has gotten so bad that the EPA has issued major rules without even bothering to quantify whether there are benefits associated with the regulatory objectives of rules, instead relying solely or primarily on particulate matter co-benefits. Under the CAA, criteria pollutants, such as particulate matter, are addressed through their own specific statutory scheme and should not be addressed through other means, such as through unrelated air regulations developed under other sections of the CAA.

One of the most egregious abuses of using co-benefits that particularly harmed coal power plants was the Obama Administration’s MATS to regulate mercury emissions from coal-fired and oil-fired power plants. The EPA said the mercury regulation for power plants could cost $9.6 billion annually. But the agency justified that cost saying the health benefits would range from $37 billion to $90 billion per year. Upon closer inspection, the monetary benefits from the mercury reduction were a paltry $4 million to $6 million per year.

The EPA exaggerated the environmental benefits by including estimated benefits from reducing other particulates (co-benefits). Those co-benefits account for 99.99 percent of the agency’s estimated benefits. In June 2015, the Supreme Court struck down MATS, saying that the EPA improperly ignored the costs when promulgating the regulation. The problem, however, is that the court’s decision was symbolic because states had already done the irreversible, costly path that closed power plants and destroyed jobs. In fact, in PJM’s June 2017 request to the DOE to keep coal-fired power plants online, PJM cited the fact that the plants’ extensions to comply with MATS had been “requested, granted, and exhausted.”

The regulation was not a choice of environment at the expense of jobs. It was just a jobs and coal killer. Congress should prevent similar abuses from happening. Furthermore, Congress should re-examine existing regulations like MATS that have insignificant environmental benefits and return standards to levels that have lower compliance costs while suffi-
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ciently protecting air and water quality. Even though utilities have already spent the money complying with MATS and other regulations, establishing a more reasonable standard will prevent future power plant operators from needlessly installing equipment that yields negligible environmental benefits.

5. Withdraw the 2015 ozone standards and freeze the standard in place. In October 2015, the EPA set a new standard for ground-level ozone (one of six major air pollutants regulated by the EPA) nearly to background levels; the standard is currently being contested by states in court. The ozone standard has become increasingly controversial as it becomes more expensive to meet tighter standards with smaller margins of tangible benefits.

States and anti-coal organizations have tried to use ozone to shutter existing power plants. In 2016, Connecticut petitioned the EPA to restrict ozone emissions from a Pennsylvania coal-fired power plant, arguing that the plant violated the CAA’s “good neighbor” provision where emissions from one state cannot contribute significantly to a neighboring state’s ability to meet attainment. The coal plant installed a natural gas connection to combust natural gas during times of higher levels of ozone. The EPA rejected Connecticut’s petition, arguing that the coal power plant “does not currently emit nor is it expected to emit pollution in violation of the good neighbor provision for the 2008 ozone NAAQS.”43 Nevertheless, facing a lawsuit from the Sierra Club, the power plant’s owner agreed to stop burning coal for good by the end of 2028.44 States, environmental organizations, and future Administrations could similarly use more stringent ozone standards as a way to shutter coal plants.

National average ozone levels have fallen 32 percent since 1980, and are on track to continue decreasing.

6. Prohibit retroactive vetoes. Under Section 404 of the Clean Water Act, the Army Corps of Engineers administers permits for activities, including coal mining that discharge dredge or fill material into U.S. waters and wetlands. The EPA also reviews, comments on, and can veto the permit application. However, the EPA is abusing its ability to place holds on permit applications. The EPA held nearly 200 permit applications—many in the final stages of processing by the Army Corps—in a state of limbo and altered the permit requirements in violation of its authority under the Clean Water Act as determined by the courts. For example, in an unprecedented move, in January 2011, the EPA revoked a water permit for a West Virginia mine four years after the Corps issued the permit.46 That the EPA continues to wield this power creates economic uncertainty and threatens new investment.

Policy Proposals for Nuclear Energy

FERC Chairman Ken McIntyre testified in Congress: “Certainly, nuclear compliance and everything associated with the prospect of building a new nuclear generating facility today makes for enormous costs that probably has an all but prohibitive effect at short-
term competition with natural gas prices." 47 America has surfaced as “the most extreme case” of increasing construction costs, where building reactors counter-intuitively has become more expensive as more were built, according to a 2016 comparative study of seven nuclear power countries. 48 After years of decreasing costs in the 1950s and early 1960s, the nuclear industry experienced a “rapid increase in cost” of 50 percent to 200 percent following the accident at Three Mile Island in 1979, suggesting that regulatory changes and delays “are a significant contributor to the rising [overnight construction cost] trend.” 49

Instead of addressing underlying policy problems, government and industry have focused on mitigating the cost of those policies through subsidies, leading to a predictable path of failure: While such an approach may spur some amount of commercial activity, it is limited only to what is subsidized. The failed nuclear renaissance is just one example, where new nuclear construction commenced on four reactors in America—effectively all (and no more) of the new nuclear capacity the Energy Policy Act 2005 promised to subsidize. 50

Over the past six decades, the nuclear industry has safely operated more than one hundred reactors with only one significant accident at Three Mile Island, which itself resulted in no deaths or known radiological health issues amongst the public, and demonstrated that the U.S. nuclear industry could control an emergency situation safely. Nuclear plants in America today continue to exhibit superior safety performance 51 unmatched by any other electricity-generating technology. Regulation should reflect this track record.

1. Instill regulatory discipline at the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). Commercial nuclear activities are among the most heavily regulated industries in America, being regulated at the federal level by the NRC, the EPA, FERC, and the Departments of Energy, State, Defense, and Commerce. Regulations are necessary to define parameters for protecting public health and safety and meet nonproliferation objectives. But the sheer burden of compliance warrants a sweeping review of nuclear regulations. Unnecessary compliance measures do not increase safety, and they add costs that make American companies and utilities less competitive.

It takes far too long for the NRC to complete regulatory actions for existing and new nuclear reactors despite the increase in staff and resources in the past decade. A meagre eight reactors have been, or are being, built since 1990. According to congressional testimony from the Nuclear Energy Institute: “Since 2011, the NRC has, on average, nearly doubled the time it takes to review license renewal and power uprate applications. Unfortunately, we have seen a similar trend with the NRC’s review of new plants applications.” 52

According to the Government Accountability Office (GAO), a license application could have 1,000 “requests for additional information,” and of the roughly 700 licensing actions the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation handles per year, each averages five to 10 such requests. 53

Another lens through which to look at the problem is the cost of compliance. The GAO rated the NRC’s overall cost estimates as only “partially” credible.

49. Ibid., p. 375.
and “minimally” accurate. A study by the American Action Forum totaled annual paperwork costs for NRC regulations at $4.2 million per power plant, much of which was omitted from agency cost-benefit analyses but noted in supporting documents. The Nuclear Energy Institute also reported that industry experience is vastly different than the NRC’s cost projections: Worker-fatigue regulatory requirements were two to three times more expensive in practice than the NRC projected, fire protection rules were six times more expensive, and security requirements 19 times more expensive.

Paperwork costs for compliance with NRC regulations are $4.2 million per power plant—every year.

Further, the volume of regulatory measures is unreasonable. As the Nuclear Energy Institute found, “in fiscal 2013, the [NRC] issued fewer than 15 rules, but there were more than 50 generic communications, including notices, advisories and other regulatory actions.”

To help reign in regulation and improve accountability, Congress should compel the NRC to:

- Develop standards and regulations that are “based upon measurable and significant risks to public health based on the best-available, peer-reviewed science that employs a weight-of-the-evidence standard and complies with judicial evidentiary standards”;
- Subject to regulatory review from the Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs to improve accountability and accuracy in the NRC’s cost-benefit analyses;
- More rigorously apply the “backfit” rule to stem the tide of costly regulatory tweaks that do not necessarily improve safety beyond what is already in place; and
- Publicly track the number of requests for additional information.

2. Correct EPA radiation exposure standards.

The EPA sets generally applicable radiation-exposure standards for nuclear power operations, nuclear waste, uranium mills, the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP), and the nuclear waste repository at Yucca Mountain. It also offers guidance for other federal, state, and local agencies. These have profound effects throughout the federal government and industry, informing evacuation plans for nuclear emergencies (such as “dirty bombs” or a nuclear power facility accident), siting nuclear waste facilities, nuclear clean-up costs, and cancer risk assessments.

The EPA has for decades mischaracterized the risk posed by chronic low doses of radiation, maintaining an outdated linear no threshold approach to regulation. This approach presumes that no level of radiation exposure is acceptable—in other words, there is zero risk from zero dose. Low doses of radiation on the order of natural background levels have never been shown to pose a threat to public health and safety,

---

and the EPA's standards for nuclear operations are far lower than justified by a growing body of science and experience. 62

These standards have built excessively conservative measures into nuclear power plant design and operation, which has unnecessarily increased costs for little or no public health benefit. This also unnecessarily confines innovation in nuclear technology and applications of nuclear beyond electricity generation. Wrongly informed standards dangerously misinform the public about the actual risk. Rightsizing radiation-exposure standards would likely reduce cost drivers in the nuclear industry while also better informing the public.

3. Review foreign ownership caps. Congress prohibits the NRC from granting licenses to nuclear facilities “owned, controlled, or dominated” by a foreign entity, or to an entity which “would be inimical to the common defense and security or to the health and safety of the public,” according to the Atomic Energy Act. 63 However, the NRC has taken a conservative interpretation of this vague foreign ownership standard for reactors, ultimately halting nuclear power projects in places like Texas 64 and Maryland. 65

It is hard to argue, as in the case of the Constellation Energy project in Maryland, that a French company is unfit to invest in a U.S. nuclear power plant, France being both an ally and nuclear industry leader committed to nonproliferation. The NRC has been more permissive on foreign ownership of uranium mining and enrichment, a far more proliferation-sensitive technology than nuclear power reactors. 66

At a minimum, the NRC should clarify guidance with a position on what meets the Atomic Energy Act’s standard. Ideally, such guidance would follow the clear intent of the Atomic Energy Act to advance nonproliferation objectives while achieving energy goals. The NRC could maintain a case-by-case approach that permits even complete foreign ownership provided that national security interests are protected, separating the concepts of ownership, construction, and operation.

4. Complete a 123 agreement with Saudi Arabia. Saudi Arabia is an important new market in the nuclear industry from both a nonproliferation and commercial standpoint. The United States has a unique opportunity to shape and engage with Saudi Arabia at the outset of its nuclear energy program. The Trump Administration has yet to conclude a 123 agreement 67 with Saudi Arabia to secure basic nonproliferation standards and permit a trade relationship that underscores those objectives. A 123 agreement has become controversial amongst some American allies, politicians, and nonproliferation advocacy groups, who are demanding that Saudi Arabia forswear enrichment and reprocessing as a condition of trading with the U.S.—the misnamed “gold standard.” The so-called gold standard implies that anything other than it is deficient or ineffectual, when in fact it may itself be a detriment to advancing America’s nonproliferation goals if it causes potential agreement nations to minimize or reject collaborating with the U.S.

Completing such an agreement will also allow the U.S. industry to compete in Saudi Arabia. Even where an American company fails to win a bid to build a reactor, U.S. companies can often compete as valuable parts of a nuclear power plant’s extensive supply chain. For example, although South Korea won the contract to build the first nuclear reactors in the United Arab Emirates, American companies have contributed goods and services worth rough-


Americans have decided that it is an appropriate function of the federal government to regulate nuclear energy. Taxpayers should then bear a proportionate amount of the cost in ensuring public health and safety. Congress and the Administration should explore options to reform the NRC’s funding sources. For example, the NRC could move to a model where it is entirely funded by taxpayers; licensing activities and other services for the industry could be either purchased through the NRC or from an NRC-approved third party. Congress could also consider as an option a track for companies to forgo public liability coverage under the Price–Anderson Act of 1957 in exchange for private insurance and meeting minimal NRC requirements. This could be particularly attractive for advanced nuclear reactor designs with inherent safety features. Reforming the NRC’s budget recovery structure would increase federal spending, but if Americans deem regulating nuclear power to be a public good, taxpayers should pay for it.

6. Complete the Yucca Mountain long-term waste-repository licensing process. The Nuclear Waste Policy Act as amended designated Yucca Mountain as the location for a national repository for nuclear waste. However, in 2010, President Obama thwarted the law and ordered the NRC to end its review of the Yucca Mountain project, citing not a scientific basis for the decision but a preference—stating that it was “not a workable option.” While the review has since been restarted by court mandate, Congress has failed either to appropriate funds to finish the work or change the law. This unnecessary limbo has been costly to taxpayers and created problematic uncertainty for the current and future nuclear industry.
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The nuclear industry cannot grow without a clear pathway for waste management. For example, the government’s failure to collect waste as legally required halted otherwise legitimate licensing activities during the hailed nuclear renaissance (which never quite materialized). The NRC suspended all licensing activities in 2012 as a result of a lawsuit challenging the availability and safety of on-site storage of nuclear waste, which became increasingly important given the federal government’s inability to collect waste.76

Some states and localities have made construction of a nuclear power plant within their borders contingent on a proved nuclear waste disposal or reprocessing pathway.77 For others, the waste issue dissuades communities from maintaining or introducing nuclear power, for fear of becoming a de facto nuclear-waste disposal site.78

Ultimately, Congress must introduce market forces in nuclear waste management for it to be a successful, dynamic part of the fuel cycle and nuclear industry.

Congress needs to provide enough funding for both the DOE and the NRC to complete the license review of a long-term facility at Yucca Mountain. Finishing the review merely brings together all of the information for Congress, the State of Nevada, and the nuclear industry to make prudent decisions about next steps.79

Ultimately, Congress must introduce market forces in nuclear waste management for it to be a successful, dynamic part of the fuel cycle and nuclear industry. Nuclear waste management should be primarily a business activity, not an inherently governmental activity. The federal government has done little to fulfill its legal obligation to collect and manage waste, let alone develop innovative technologies throughout the fuel cycle that take waste management into consideration. Until market forces are introduced into waste management, solutions will at best be prolonged in unrelated political battles, expensive, and narrow in focus rather than an innovative part of the nuclear industry.80

7. **Reject uranium tariffs.** The Department of Commerce has opened an investigation under section 232 of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 to consider trade barriers shielding domestic uranium miners from international competition under the premise of national security.81 According to petitioners for the case, U.S. companies and national security interests are threatened by uranium imports from Russia, Kazakhstan, and Uzbekistan, which supplied 32 percent of the uranium delivered to domestic nuclear power reactors in 2017. Undeniably, Russia has used energy to leverage politics. The petitioners have requested limits on imports to guarantee roughly 25 percent of the domestic market for U.S. uranium miners and “Buy American” provisions for government purchases.82

---


Rather than depending on any single supplier, American nuclear power operators purchase uranium from 11 countries in a variety of long-term and spot-price contracts. Longtime allies Canada and Australia supplied 52 percent of the uranium delivered to U.S. reactors in 2017. The DOE has determined that its uranium inventory currently meets all government requirements, and future needs are well known. The most immediate need is unencumbered tritium production reactor fuel between 2038 and 2041; new fuel sources for naval reactors are not needed until 2060.

The reality is that the commercial uranium market is saturated and oversupplied in large part due to government policies. Global uranium production from the 1950s to 1990 exceeded commercial requirements after which expected growth in the industry failed to materialize. Nuclear power plants have increased stockpiles, further tamping down demand for uranium. Federal and state governments have also made the U.S. a hostile place for uranium mining, and for the nuclear industry in general, over the years.

Mandating quotas under section 232 of the Trade Expansion Act would increase prices for nuclear power plants, many of which are already struggling economically. Ultimately, the cost would be covered by ratepayers who would shoulder—unfairly—the cost of a presumed national security benefit that all Americans receive. Further, protectionism would only hurt the mining industry in the long term, as the legacy of past protectionist policies demonstrates. Instead of increasing burdens on nuclear power plants, the Administration should focus on swiftly alleviating regulatory burdens. For example, petitioner Energy Fuels, Inc., writes, “during a period of uranium price increases between 2007 and 2012, domestic uranium mining companies endeavored to bring considerable new production capacity online. Unfortunately, state and federal permitting delays forced U.S. companies to miss the price hike.” These issues should be addressed quickly so that the uranium mining industry can nimbly respond when domestic and international markets recover.

Conclusion

The federal government is not responsible for leading the coal and nuclear industries out of the doldrums. Nor is it able to—experience has demonstrated—that subsidizing the industry only dulls the effects of bad policy until the next crisis. A dependent industry is not a competitive one.

If the Administration desires a strong coal and civilian nuclear industry, it must fix the underlying regulatory issues. Subsidizing plants only calcifies existing industry and technology rather than addressing deep government-induced problems for a real, long-term solution. Congress and the Administration need to adopt an entirely new way of thinking about these industries and the electricity sector. Only industries rooted in free markets, supported by predictable and efficient regulation, can yield competitive and innovative coal and nuclear energy

that will be a critical part of America's energy future. Congress and the Trump Administration must have the discipline to develop a modern regulatory system, and address the many government-erected barriers thwarting American coal and nuclear industries.
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